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Agenda

• Introductions and Overview

• ACT-IAC Update

• Emerging Technology COI committee updates

• NCHC and VA Update on COVID-19 Testing

• DevOps Primer Presentation
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Emerging Technology COI
Mission and Objectives

Mission Statement: 
Provide an energetic, collaborative consortium comprised of practitioners in data science, technology, and 
research, engaged with industry, academia, and public officials and executives focused on emerging and leading 
technologies which transform public sector capabilities.

Objectives for the Upcoming Year
• Develop awareness of Blockchain in government through our Blockchain Working Group, expanding the 

Blockchain Playbook in preparation for two Blockchain Forums this Fall.
• Expand Cognitive Computing, Artificial Intelligence, and Machine Learning awareness to develop broadened 

understanding and usage in government.
• Continue driving Analytics and Big Data use through improved and continuous technical alignment with 

government missions to support citizens, improve program delivery, integrate with cybersecurity, migrate to 
digital transparency, and combat fraud, waste and abuse.

• Align awareness and training regarding sensors and interactive technologies that transform the IoT into 
meaningful usage and application in government.

• Include cloud migration, modernization and security in DevOps by focusing on DevSecOps 
with peer COIs.



ET COI Leadership Team

• Jeremy Wood – Government Chair

• TBD - Government Vice Chair

• Todd Hager – Industry Chair

• Fred DeVaulx – Industry Vice Chair & 
Nexus Chair

• David Hernandez - Program Chair

• Tamara Guthrie – Communications Chair

• Sukumar Iyer – Research Chair

• Nancy Delanoche – ACT-IAC COI Lead

• Rob Wuhrman – Government Advisor

• Sandy Barsky – AI Government Chair

• Nevin Taylor – AI Government Chair

• Carolyn Marsh – AI Industry Co-Chair

• Michael Bruce – AI Industry Co-Chair

• Fred de Vaulx – Blockchain Industry Chair

• TBD – Blockchain Government Chair

• Chris Weaver – DevOps Government Chair

• Robin Camarote – DevOps Industry Chair

• Christine Gex – Intelligent Automation Government 
Chair

• Ed Burrows – Intelligent Automation Industry Chair

• TBD – IoT/5G Government Chair

• Vladi Royzman – IoT/5G Industry
Chair



• Recent Events
– Artificial Intelligence-Intelligent Automation Forum – January 22
– DevOps Forum – February 20
– DLA Emerging Tech Day – February 26
– Quantum Cyber Forum – April 16

• Future Events (subject to change)
– DevOps Webinar with Stephen Mitchev from USPTO and Jeff 

Gallimore from Excella – April 29
– 5G Ecosystem Forum – April 29
– Blockchain Workforce Dev Webinar – May 20
– Igniting Innovation – May 27 Aug 3rd

– Treasury Emerging Tech Day – TBD

ACT-IAC Update



Committee Team Updates

• AI Working Group

• Blockchain Working Group

• DevOps Working Group

• Intelligent Automation Working Group

• IoT/Drones Working Group



Working Groups

Group Topic of Focus Leadership Intersecting COI Deliverable(s)
Forum 
Planning

ET COI
Monthly Program
Emerging Tech Day

Sean Hetherington
Jeremy Wood
Todd Hager
David Maron
Fred DeVaulx

Varied
Planned Topic Areas with 
Agency Involvement
Agency ET Day Programs

TBD

Blockchain Working 
Group

Blockchain Playbook 
Completion
Blockchain in Acquisition
Blockchain in Healthcare

Fred DeVaulx
Sherri Sokol
Sandy Barsky
Ali Loveys

Acquisition Excellence
Integration Section
Blockchain in Acquisition 
Whitepaper

Q2 - 2020

AI Working Group AI Playbook

Sandy Barsky
Akanksha Sharma
Michael Bruce
Carolyn Marsh

Evolving the Workforce Playbook Q1 - 2020

Intelligent 
Automation 
Working Group

Intelligent Automation 
Playbook

Ed Burrows
Sukumar Iyer

Evolving the Workforce Playbook Q1 - 2020

5G/IoT Working 
Group

5G/IoT Primer
Vladi Royzman
JD Henley
Chad Tyson

Networks and 
Telecommunications

5G Enablement of Iot 
Whitepaper

TBD

DevOps Working 
Group

DevOps Primer
DevOps Playbook

Robin Camarote
Chris Weaver

IT Management
and Modernization

Primer
Playbook

Q1 - 2020



AI – Sandy Barsky, Nevin Taylor, 
Carolyn Marsh and Michael Bruce

• AI Working Group
– Share practical use cases in government, baseline clear 

understanding of these technologies, smart use applications, and 
potential targets in government to drive citizen delivery, including 
predictive analytics

– Meets Fridays 11am at GSA
– google.com/fob-ucqb-gzw
– +14056960574,,,849838#

• Deliverables
– Primer (released)
– Playbook (released)
– Ethics & Bias White Paper (In production)



AI – COVID19 Project



Blockchain – Fred de Vaulx

• Blockchain Working Group
– Provide an authoritative resource for government agencies looking to 

understand and incorporate blockchain functionality into their 
organization

– Meets Fridays 10am at GSA

– google.com/fob-ucqb-gzw

– +14056960574,,,849838#

• Deliverables
– Playbook: Implementation and Integration sections

– Playbook Validation: Collecting case studies to enhance playbook

– MITRE Blockchain in Grants Project (In production)

– Blockchain Workforce Dev Presentation

– To volunteer, contact Fred deVaulx at f.devaulx@prometheuscomputing.com



DevOps – Robin Camarote and 
Chris Weaver

• DevOps Working Group
– Increase understanding of DevOps across the Federal space by 

providing information and resources to enhance culture, 
automation, learning, measures, and information sharing

– Meets Every Other Monday at noon
– +12026021295,,,288148759#

• Deliverables
– Primer
– Playbook (under consideration)
For more information, contact Nancy Delanoche at 
ndelanoche@actiac.org



Intelligent Automation – Christine Gex,
Ed Burrows and Sukumar Iyer

• Intelligent Automation Working Group
– Focus is broader on how IA is an enabler for automation of 

processes across the government from imitational automation to 
virtual assistants, Google duplex style bots, etc. Intent is to help 
federal agencies take first steps on their intelligent automation 
journey.

– Meets every other Thursday at 3 pm
– Dial-in: (515) 739-1030; Passcode: 282359937#

• Deliverables
– Combined IA/AI Forum coming again in Jan/Feb
– Primer (published)
– Playbook (draft for ELC)



IoT/Drones – Vladi Royzman

• IoT/Drones Working Group
– Align awareness and training regarding sensors and interactive 

technologies that transform the IoT into meaningful usage and 
application in government

– Meets Thursdays at 4 pm
– Dial-in: 1-866-557-3330 Code: 5819738354#

• Deliverables
– Looking for Industry and Government Volunteers
– IoT Forum - Pending
– IoT Compendium - Pending

• Combination of IoT, Smart Cities, convergence security and compliance
– Looking for Government Co-Chair
– To volunteer, contact Vladi Royzman at 

Vladislav.Royzman@cgifederal.com



ACT-IAC Emerging Technology
Update:

The National Coalition on Health Care and 
COVID-19 Testing

Jack Lewin – Chairman NCHC
Marc Wine – VA



Leadership, Culture, and Maturing DevOps 
Overview of DevOps Primer

April 21, 2020
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With DevOps, there is not one right answer. 

Instead, it requires an essential shift in the 

attitudes and approach of federal leaders and 

staff alike.



Primer overview
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Federal IT leaders 
are taking a more 

proactive approach 
to fully deliver on the 
promise of increase 
speed, quality, and 
security of DevOps. 

This primer is for 
them.

Federal IT leaders 
are taking a more 

proactive approach 
to fully deliver on the 
promise of increase 
speed, quality, and 
security of DevOps. 

This primer is for 
them.

What’s different about DevOps in 
the federal environment? What are 
the benefits?

DevOps in government

Agency stories on how they got 
started, where they are today, and key 
lessons learned

Maturity Model and 
Case studies

Insights into the common 
procurement, culture change, and 
communications challenges

Common Challenges 
and Best Practices



What is DevOps in government?

• The move towards a collaborative and communicative mindset and culture with 
streamlined practices by bringing the development and operations groups together to 
work as one team. 

• A continuous journey with no defined end point. 

• Many Federal agencies are several years into their DevOps journey and wondering: Is 
this it? Are we doing it right? Why is this so difficult?

DevOps Model (source: AWS)



Initiative Initial Defined Managed Optimized
Continuous
Improvement

Build, 
Deploy, & 
Release

Manual deployments • Some automated 
deployment scripts

• Environment tailoring 
required

• Few enterprise-level tools

• Automated deployments 
into environments

• Orchestrated deployments Zero-touch, zero downtime 
deployments

Testing Mostly manual test scripts • Test strategy defined
• Automated unit tests
• Separate test environment

• Automate integration 
testing and database 
testing for select projects

• Static code analysis

• Fully automated 
acceptance tests

• Automated performance 
tests

Tests run as a function of 
continuous monitoring

Security Security bolted on at end of 
development lifecycle

• Ensure policies and tools 
developed

• Security moved up in 
development lifecycle for 
earlier weakness detection 
and mitigation 

• Security built-in from 
beginning 

• Automate security 
requirements/security 
control testing

Defects identified and 
immediately fixed

Infrastructur
e

Ad hoc environments, little 
consistency

• Establish enterprise code 
standards 

• Environments manually 
created

• Automated creation of 
environments

• All follow common set of 
blueprints

• Enable Cloud processes 
and capabilities to improve 
infrastructure use

Utility-based computing that 
leverages auto-scaling

Delivery 
methodology

Poorly defined scope, ad hoc 
change requests

• Releases take a long time, 
delay “business” value

• Release cadenced defined
• Requirements are stable
• Use business metrics to 

assess progress and 
recommend 
improvements

• Release on demand, time-
boxed to meet business 
need

Continuous deployments further 
innovation

Culture and 
Governance

Multiple layers, hierarchical 
decision-making

• Culture strategy developed 
and behavioral changes 
identified

• Communities of Practice 
established

• Build buy-in, support, and 
executive confidence 
DevOps decision-making 
process

• Blame-free culture 
embedded in governance

• Increase range of 
distributed decisions

• Organize Cross/Up Skill 
training strategies to 
socialize best practices

Distributed decision-making



Case Study: Smithsonian Institution, National 
Museum of African American History & Culture

How did your agency get started?
• Identified business problem and existing process
• Evaluated the unit’s development workflow 
• Reported on areas that could be improved upon by 

leveraging this methodology 

What steps did you take?
• Technology research to learn what industry trends 

where addressing this business problem
• Captured suggestions from peers and industry 

colleagues
• Continued conversation with NMAAHC IT leadership 
• Created DevOps team 
• Communicated changes and set expectations with 

web dev team to include the PMs, QA & product 
owner

What’s next?

 Complete initial draft of system and network 
architecture

 Implement DevOps workflow for a less 
critical application as a proof of concept 

 Demonstrate/discuss with stakeholders how 
DevOps strategy integrates with current

 Determine the use cases in which DevOps 
would not prove useful or introduce 
unnecessary overhead.

 Work with security manager to develop and 
integrate Dev[Sec]Ops strategy.



Case Study: U.S. Patent & Trademark Office

How did your agency get started?
• Set goal to have next-gen portfolios adhere to Agile 

methodology 
• Four Key Objectives: 

1. Make Incremental Change
2. Focus on Collaboration
3. Remove Organizational Barriers
4. Continuously Improve

What steps did you take?
• Phase 1: Established operating capability by 

implementing versioning and source code man. 
platform

• Phase 2: Implemented BODA framework
• Phase 3: Automated testing in all environments.
• Phase 4: Automated deployment process
• Phase 5: Established quality gates and implemented 

1-click build & deploy
• Phase 6(Current State): Optimizing platform for 

emerging tech, Extending capabilities via SAM, fully 
automating deployments

What’s next?

 Provision virtual machines using CICD while 
making secure

 Building generic servers and auto-config for 
product

 Add 1-2 platforms to supplement Jenkins 
Cloudbees

 Support multi-cloud deployments

 Add support for containers

 Enhance Dynamic Application Security Testing 
(DAST) capabilities

 Exploring automation of pen testing

 Spread DevOps outside of OCIO



SHARED CHALLENGES AND TACTICS: Security

Challenges

• Security scanning is performed 
manually. Ability to run security scans 
on demand

• Security scanning is performed only 
by the Cybersecurity team, serving as 
inhibitor

• Silos of roles and responsibility.

Tactics
To automate scanning, PTO developed generic scripts 
for each scanning tool, that were parameterized to 
accept the scanning targets. 

To improve the DevSecOps practice, we need to make 
on-demand scanning available to others. PTO integrated 
the scanning scripts in our CI/CD pipeline, so developers 
can run them on demand.. 

Migrate from these silos to a collaborative product-
focused team that takes ownership and resolves all 
security vulnerabilities is difficult but critical to success of 
DevSecOps.

Static Application Security Testing (SAST) is performed 
on custom developed code as part of the initial “build” 
process and provides an opportunity to developers to 
quickly remediated their code



SHARED CHALLENGES AND TACTICS: Culture Change

Challenges
• Change can be difficult. It is harder to 

accept change initiated by others

• DevOps and the underlying processes and 
technology are more complex than many 
realize.

• Some agencies may have limited 
resources.

Tactics
Lead change through shifting mindsets at executive and 
middle manager levels. 

Determine how best to reach the individual and convince 
them of the benefits via “what is in it for me.” Help executives 
and leaders understand the impact on people/individuals. 

Observe actions and behaviors.  They provide unseen 
insights into the values and beliefs of the organization and its 
employees.

Run tests simultaneously on the current way and the new 
way. You are not asking for a commitment to change, just a 
commitment to try.

Understand the current explicit and implicit incentives. 



SHARED CHALLENGES AND TACTICS: 
Communications and  Buy-in from Leadership & 
Workforce

Challenges
• Everyone is busy. People are reluctant 

to take on another process

• “We are not Silicon Valley. We are 
DC.”

• Terms & method can be confusing.

• Difficult to get broad agreement on 
what DevOps is and what will be 
delivered.

Tactics
Must educate and change the mindset to focus on the 
benefits not just to IT (including staff required to use the 
new processes) but to the mission/business side.

Focus on positive messages

Determine where to share the word and ensure everyone 
is hearing the same message. Ensure solid understanding 
of concepts.

Build relationships with leaders to help them understand 
this is all new and the teams need space to make 
mistakes.

Sell the pilot concept first- undersell the benefits. Try, test, 
and monitor the impacts before overpromising.  Must have 
clear definitions and expectation on what will be 
developed upfront.



CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Say “Yes” to failure. Failure is “opportunity”. 

2. Start small and build momentum. 

3. Frame changes as doing an experiment. An attempt to learn what works and 
what does not help people be more accepting of failures and restarts.

4. Show your work. 

5. Engage executives to see your teams in action.

6. Celebrate wins big and small.

7. Be patient and persevere. 



Questions?

• Future Releases will be added

• Please submit any recommendations to Nancy 
Delanoche at ndelanoche@actiac.org

• Potential Projects

Next Steps



ET COI Briefs DLA on Emerging Tech



Agency Emerging Technology Forum

• Agency Hosted
– Half day, onsite event

– Program, Business, Acquisition and IT teams invited

– Closed to agency and ACT-IAC ET COI members

• Emerging Technology Focused
– Working groups orchestrate content (AI/IA/Blockchain/DevOps/IoT)

– Features government presenter with industry technology partner

– How to buy, starting small

• Coordination
– Todd Hager 202.329.1393 (thager@macrosolutions.com)

– Jeremy Wood 703.583.8782 (woodja@mcc.gov)



Future COI Meeting Topics

3rd Tuesday cadence for monthly ET COI meeting
– Next Meeting: May 19th

Don’t Forget:  
– DevOps Webinar with Stephen Mitchev from USPTO and Jeff 

Gallimore from Excella – April 29

– 5G Ecosystem Forum – April 29

– Blockchain Workforce Dev Webinar – May 20

– Igniting Innovation – May 27 Aug 3rd

– Treasury Emerging Tech Day – TBD



Emerging Technology
Community of Interest


